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TIME & SPACE . . . AND LOTS OF PAINT!
Unfold this Special Edition of the June Calendar to unveil a brand new work
of public art on the exterior wall of the TSL Warehouse! Painted by Hudson-based
artist Sam Meyerson and inspired by our vibrant community, the mural features
colorful characters passing to and fro in front of the words “TIME & SPACE.” An
impressive 83 feet wide and 7 feet tall, the work spans the entire north side of the
building on Long Alley between Columbia and State streets and is accesible on foot
or bi- or uni-cycle or by car. Take you time and enjoy the space!
Artist Sam Meyerson grew up between New Haven and Philadelphia. He
took an interest in murals and public art at an early age because of their prevalence
in both cities. Through graffiti, he honed his skills at articulating his drawings from
paper onto walls. In 2018, he left NYC for Hudson where he lives with his wife and
daughter. From Sam: “I think TSL is doing an amazing job at helping people during
this crisis. I was inspired, and then I thought about the words ‘time’ and ‘space.’
Those two words have such a broad meaning. I thought about what’s going on in
the world today. I think we all need time and space. It’s also the building blocks of
our life here on earth, the planet that we share – or that we need to share more
than we do now.” Follow @sam.meyerson on Instagram to see more of his work.
The mural was funded by TSL and the Hudson Arts Emergency Program,
an initiative of the Hudson Development Corporation’s Emergency Cultural Task
Force. The WPA-style project provides emergency support during the COVID-19
pandemic by granting direct stipends to artists and creative workers for projects
that address the crisis. For more visit www.reimaginehudson.com.
THE TSL ARCHIVES: SPOTLIGHT ON “LENZ” (1981)
TSL Staff member Brandon Brumm is working on the Mussmann/Bruce
Archives, a new website to be launched soon, that surveys TSL’s rich history as a
performing arts company, as well as a selection of the various projects that characterize Linda and Claudia’s decades-long partnership. Using never-before-seen
photography, films, and production ephemera, the Archives explores the expanding
relevance of Linda and Claudia’s work, illuminates its artistic and sociopolitical
significance, and celebrates its historical location in experimental theater.
Until we launch the new site, visit www.timeandspace.org/archives if you
would like to support the archive project. There, you will be able to view a signature
piece of Time & Space Limited: Lenz (1981), adapted from Georg Büchner by
Linda Mussmann, translated by Hedwig Rappolt, and in collaboration with and
performed by Claudia Bruce and musician-composer Semih Firincioğlu.
COMFORT SUPPER
In ten weeks, the TSL Comfort Supper program has served 3,226 meals
in Hudson and Columbia and Greene County. Eighty percent of the meals have
been distributed at no cost to those in need. Thank you for your contributions and
donations of food and supplies, and thank you to our volunteers who help with
preparation and delivery! Suppers are available for pick-up and delivery every
Thursday and Friday from 5pm–6pm. Find out the menu or RSVP at 518-822-8100
or by e-mail at jeff@timeandspace.org. More at www.timeandspace.org/comfort.
VIRTUAL CINEMA
Our selection of independent films and documentaries available to stream
from our Virtual Cinema continues to grow. New additions include two plays by
Anton Chekhov from Stage Russia HD, performed and captured before a live
audience. Our virtual library is updated on a continual basis. Access the films and
up-to-date listings at www.timeandspace.org/virtual-cinema.
“So what did you think?” We are organizing small and informal virtual gettogethers to discuss the films and simulate the in-person conversations you would
normally have on your way out of yet another thought-provoking movie at TSL.
Interested in participating? E-mail jeff@timeandspace.org to get involved.

virtual cinema: www.timeandspace.org/virtual-cinema

Friday, 5/29–Thursday, 6/11
Movie: DIANA KENNEDY: NOTHING FANCY
Featuring extensive interviews with Diana Kennedy and famed chefs José Andrés,
Rick Bayless, Gabriela Camara, and Alice Waters, the documentary provides an intimate look at the leading expert on Mexican cuisine. The author of nine acclaimed
cookbooks and a two-time James Beard Award winner, Diana is called the “Julia
Child of Mexico,” but the feisty cook prefers “The Mick Jagger of Mexican Cuisine.”
2019. 1h21m. Tickets $9.99. Available to screen for 3 days upon purchase.
Movie: JOAN OF ARC
In the 15th century, both France and England stake a blood claim for the French
throne. Believing that God had chosen her, the young Joan leads the army of the
King of France. When she is captured, the Church sends her for trial on charges
of heresy. Refusing to accept the accusations, the graceful Joan of Arc will stay
true to her mission. Director Bruno Dumont’s decision to work with a ten-year-old
actress re-injects this heroine’s timeless cause and ideology with a modernity that
highlights both the tragic female condition and the incredible fervor, strength, and
freedom women show when shackled by societies and archaic virile orders that
belittle and alienate them. In French with subtitles. 2019. 2h18m. Tickets $10. Available to screen for three days upon purchase.
Friday, 6/5–Thursday, 6/18
Movie: MARIUS PETIPA: FRENCH MASTER OF RUSSIAN BALLET
Marius Petipa was an unlikely artistic revolutionary. A middling dancer, he bounced
around European cultural centers until he finally washed up in St. Petersburg in
1847 at age 29 – hired, sight unseen, by the Imperial Ballet as a principal dancer. A
skilled socialite, he curried favor with the right people and, within a decade, staged
his first ballet: the massive epic The Pharaoh’s Daughter. Petipa became successful, but it would be decades before he emerged as the groundbreaking choreographer whose style transformed ballet and spread from Russia to the rest of
the world. The documentary traces Petipa’s career from his early, crowd-pleasing
choreography to the works that would become his masterpieces: Sleeping Beauty
and Swan Lake. Their stunning choreography and Tchaikovsky’s music elevated
ballet for the first time to one of the world’s great art forms. More than a biography,
the film explores the social and political contexts of Petipa’s work and his ongoing
influence on ballet today. In English, French, Russian, and Italian with subtitles.
2019. 52m. Tickets $4.99. Available to screen for two days upon purchase.
Movie: SHIRLEY
Renowned horror writer Shirley Jackson (Elisabeth Moss) is on the precipice of
writing her masterpiece when the arrival of newlyweds (Logan Lerman and Odessa
Young) upends her meticulous routine and heightens tensions in her already
tempestuous relationship with her philandering husband (Michael Stuhlbarg). The
middle-aged couple, prone to ruthless barbs and copious afternoon cocktails,
begins to toy mercilessly with the naïve young couple at their door. Directed by
Josephine Decker (Madeline’s Madeline). 2020. 1h47m. Tickets $5.99. Available to
screen for three days upon purchase.
Movie: PARKLAND RISING (starts Saturday, 6/6)
Parkland Rising follows the high school students and families who became fierce
leaders of a national movement for gun reform following the shooting of 34 people
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High. This documentary goes behind the news
headlines to share the personal and intimate stories of the students leading the
movement, as well as the families of victims who are working together to create
meaningful change. Parkland Rising joins David Hogg, Jaclyn Corin, Emma
Gonzalez, grieving fathers Fred Guttenberg, Manuel Oliver, and other emerging
youth activists in the immediate aftermath of the tragedy. The film documents their
unfolding journey for nine defining months as they channel their anger into action
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and engage in an epic battle of wills with the gun lobby. 2019. 1h32m. Tickets $10.
Available to screen for three days upon purchase.
Friday, 6/12–Thursday, 6/25
Movie: THE WOLF HOUSE
Maria, a young woman, finds refuge in a house in the south of Chile after escaping
from a sect of German religious fanatics. She is welcomed into the home by
two pigs, the only inhabitants of the place. Like in a dream, the universe of the
house reacts to Maria’s feelings. The animals transform slowly into humans and
the house becomes a nightmarish world. Inspired by the actual case of Colonia
Dignidad, The Wolf House masquerades as an animated fairy tale produced by the
leader of the sect in order to indoctrinate its followers. In Spanish and German with
subtitiles. 2018. 1h13m. Tickets $12. Available to screen for 3 days upon purchase.
Movie: URSULA VON RYDINGSVARD: INTO HER OWN
“I have been able to manipulate cedar in ways that are almost outrageous” (Ursula
von Rydingsvard). The sculptures are massive, yet strangely intimate. Some feel
imbued with an almost primal energy: a series of installations reminiscent of wings
in New York’s Battery Park, a monumental yet inviting piece outside Brooklyn’s
Barclays Center, the stunning “Scientia” which evokes the power of nature and the
firing of brain synapses. The documentary is an artistic biography of one of the few
women in the world working in monumental sculpture. 2019. 57m. Tickets $12.
Available to screen for two days upon purchase.
Friday, 6/19–Thursday, 7/2
Theater: Chekhov’s THREE SISTERS from Stage Russia HD
Captured on film before a live audience from Novosibirsk’s Red Torch Theatre.
Anton Chekhov’s Three Sisters probes the lives and dreams of Olga, Masha,
and Irina, former Muscovites now living in a provincial town from which they’re
desperate to escape. In this powerful play, a landmark of modern drama, Chekhov
masterfully interweaves character and theme in subtle ways that make the work’s
climax seem as inevitable as it is deeply moving. Artistic director Timofey Kulyabin
has taken this classic work and reinvented it as an epic parable about finding
harmony through suffering. The entire cast, save for one, communicate solely
in sign language. By doing this, the selfishness, isolation, and lack of mutual
understanding are dangerous and laden with disaster, the characters defenseless
against a huge, “sounding” world. In Russian Sign Language with option of English
or Russian subtitles. 3h46m. Tickets $4.99 to rent for three-day streaming period /
$9.99 to buy (stream or download any time).
Movie: CITY DREAMERS
Phyllis Lambert, Blanche Lemco van Ginkel, Cornelia Hahn Oberlander, Denise
Scott Brown – four trailblazers who became accustomed to being the only woman
in the room. Each has an extensive list of accomplishments in architecture,
planning, and landscape architecture dating back 60-plus years and has taught,
mentored, and inspired generations of professionals. Since the 1950s, they have
worked for and collaborated with some of the leading figures in architecture, from
Le Corbusier to Louis Kahn and Mies van der Rohe, while finding their own voices
in the male-dominated world of architecture. Through original interviews, archival
material, and stunning cinematography, the documentary uncovers how each of
these independent thinkers has been working, observing, and thinking about the
transformations shaping the city of today and tomorrow. In English and French with
subtitles. 2018. 1h21m. Tickets $10. Available to screen for 3 days upon purchase.
Movie: YOURSELF AND YOURS
One of Hong Sangsoo’s most delightful comic mysteries is now available in the
U.S. When painter Youngsoo (Kim Joohyuk) learns that his girlfriend, Minjung (Lee
Yooyoung), was recently seen having drinks with another man, he can’t help but

question her about it. It doesn’t go well and they part on bad terms. The next day,
Youngsoo tries to find her, but can’t. As he wanders and frets, Minjung has a series
of encounters with other men. But to them it seems she’s not herself. Featuring a
supporting cast of Hong regulars including Kwon Haehyo, Yu Junsang, and Kim
Euisung, Yourself and Yours is a pleasing puzzle full of mistaken identity, excessive
drinking, and lots of he-said, she-said. As the rumors pile up, Hong asks: In a
relationship, how important is it to know everything? In Korean with subtitles. 2016.
1h26m. Tickets $12. Available to screen for three days upon purchase.
Friday, 6/26–Thursday, 7/9
Theater: Chekhov’s THE SEAGULL from Stage Russia HD
Captured on film before a live audience from Moscow’s Satirikon Theatre, Anton
Chekhov’s first of four major plays dramatizes the romantic and artistic conflicts
between its four main characters: Boris Trigorin, a well-known writer; the ingenue
Nina; the fading actress Irina Arkadina; and her son, the would-be playwright
Konstantin Tréplev. Director Yury Butusov’s frenetic production abounds in
an incredible freedom and openness, delving deep into the throes of artistic
creation and the anguish of the artist who struggles to find a language of his own.
Chekhov’s characters are in the process of creating their lives or watching them
fall apart, which, according to Butusov, may be a closely related activity. In Russian
with subtitles. 3h27m. Tickets $4.99 to rent for 3-day streaming period / $9.99 to
buy (stream or download any time).
Movie: ELLA FITZGERALD: JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS
Tracing the story of Ella Fitzgerald’s life, this documentary film explores how her
music became a soundtrack for a tumultuous century. From a 1934 talent contest
at the Apollo Theatre in Harlem, the film follows Ella’s extraordinary journey across
five decades as she reflects the passions and troubles of the times in her music
and life. Moving beyond conventional biopic, the film uses images and music to
evoke the feel of those times bringing to life the history of Ella’s unique career.
Featuring interviews from Smokey Robinson, Tony Bennett, Jamie Cullum, Norma
Miller and Ella’s adopted son Ray Brown Jr. 2018. 1h30m. Tickets $12. Available to
screen for 3 days upon purchase.
Movie: LIBERTÉ
Just before the French Revolution, in a forest outside Berlin, a band of libertines
expelled from the court of Louis XVI rendezvous with the legendary German
seducer and freethinker, the Duc de Walchen (Helmut Berger), to convince him
to join in their mission: the rejection of authority and all moral boundaries. What
begins as an evening of strategizing on the proliferation of libertinage, descends
into a Sadean night of pansexual one-upmanship. Liberté is a singular cinematic
experience only Albert Serra (The Death of Louis XIV) could deliver, a film in which
increasingly dramatic acts of pain and pleasure unfold in counterpoint to cinematographer Artur Tort’s luminous images of moonlit sylvan spaces. As Serra and his
committed team of regular performers and newcomers “open the gates of Hell”
and explore the limits of the erotic imagination, you won’t be able to look away. In
French, German, and Italian with subtitles. 2019. 2h12m. Tickets $12. Available to
screen for 3 days upon purchase.
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